















































































File Review Training: 





























File Review Training- Sunnyside ISD, led by 
ADE

   




Will complete a full IEP and MET

**Sue Tillis



Purpose: understand full requirements and understand procedure.



    Meeting timelines for IEPs is only effective if done correctly.

representatives from 3 capstone schools attending.



no paperwork reduction process from state level due to federal requirements



 

Level of Service: A-B-C 

    C= inside general class less than 40% of the day.





grades are quantitative 

   anecdotes are helpful as well



Tests: 

  Wechler Adult Intelligence scale- IQ testing

  Woodcock-Johnson III tests of achievement- academic

  Weschsler- memory scale

   **finger tapping test**

Information just needs to be in the MET somewhere, not in any specific area



60 day evaluation starts when the paper gets back to the school (officially 
received), not when the paper is sent home. 

    60 calendar days, not business days.


Travis Sherbourne





    check dates of signatures from parent forms. 



IEP pro- great IEP program

  

Tienet- TUSD iep program



a "bare bones" iep that is unclear means that the next teacher is unable to 
accurately understand the needs of the student and therefore has to provide 
quick assessments and subject the student to multiple trials before creating an 
appropriate education plan.



standard goals are generally not measurable





SMART Goals:

S- specific

M- measurable

A- achievable

R- relevant

T- timely





Goals- danger of providing multiple goals, then the baseline has to address every 
level for each goal individually. 

   For example: measuring narrative, exposition, and argument does not then 
provide levels for each before.



    "you can tell a good goal if your grandmother can come in and know how to 
use it, then it's a good goal". 



Baseline: how the student is performing presently.



75% of goals have to be "in" for monitoring purposes.



                    consideration is the important part, even if the box was checked 
incorrectly.



   Least Restrictive Environment:

   Student will be taking 5 classes in resource classrooms. Clarify by saying 
"student will be taking 5 out of 7 classes in resource classrooms."






    Consider any potential harmful effects of this placement for the child or on the 
quality of services that he or she needs. 

    "This placement will limit students' access to the general education curriculum 
and to peers." This is a contrary statement and needs to be removed.  
 
PHLOTE- Primary Home Language Other Than English 
 
*****Prior Written Notice: Like a meeting summary. Also what a judge would 
look at first. ******



If the Prior Written Notice appears as "Boiler Plate" then it is automatically 
rejected. 













